
CASTELLETTO DI PEDEGUARDA
ACTIVITIES



STRADA DEL 
PROSECCO
Being positioned in the heart of the Prosecco 
DOCG area, now part of the UNESCO World 
Heritage protected sites, and on what is called the 
“Strada del Prosecco”, Castelletto is surrounded 
by an amazing landscape largely covered by 
vineyards.  
Hikes and bicycle rides are the best way to 
discover the rolling hills.



WINERY - COLLALTO
CANTINE COLLALTO, in Susegana, is beyond 
beautiful rolling hills covered with vines, the wine 
is exquisite and the experience memorable. 
Book for a wine tasting a light lunch and a visit of 
the winery.  
https://www.cantine-collalto.it/en/

https://www.cantine-collalto.it/en/


WINERY - VISTORTA
Savoring the Vistorta Merlot is an absolutely 
nonpareil experience: a sensory flight from 
Merlot’s striking ancestral Bordeaux vineyards to 
Friuli, where this ancient variety has succeeded in 
developing a unique and expansive complexity. 
Visits to the Winery can be organized upon 
request. 

http://www.vistorta.it

http://www.vistorta.it/


FOOD EXPERIENCE
Only a few hundred meters away from Castelletto 
are “L’osteria da Lino” in Solighetto run by Marco 
Toffolin, the “Trattoria da Gigetto a Miane” and 
Trattoria da Giovanni a Solighetto all very well 
known restaurants, mentioned in leading 
gastronomical guides.



LOCANDA DA LINO
Marco Toffolin runs the Locanda since 20 years, he 
has inherited the passion from his father Lino.  
Locanda da Lino is the typical traditional Italian 
good restaurant where hospitality in a family 
version and good food are the ingredients to a 
long time success. 
Tagliolini with finferli is a must. 
http://www.locandadalino.it/

http://www.locandadalino.it/


OSTERIA LA MUDA
Also nearby is “L’osteria La  Muda”, which is not 
only the oldest inn of the Veneto, but one of its  
most fascinating places, at the crossroads between 
two worlds, that of the Prosecco hills and the 
Bellunese valleys, at the top of Passo San Boldo. 
https://www.lamudadisanboldo.it



PASSO SAN BOLDO
Among the mountain passes it is one of the most 
special ones, it goes up in such a short area, it is 
pretty amazing!   
The Passo connects the Valmareno to the Belluno 
Valley where the Dolomites show off. Existing since 
the Roman days it was an important route 
connecting the mountains to the valleys toward the 
sea.  
Only during the first WW the Austrians built 5 
tunnels and turned the passo in to a modern route. 
Today the Passo is the perfect workout for cycling 
and trekking but also a great drive. 



CHARMING 
CYCLING
Trekking and cycling are the best way to see 
places.  
Charming Cycling organize your experience in 
toto.  
They will come and fetch you and then tour you 
with the best guides up and down the Prosecco 
hills now a Unesco listed site in Italy.  
https://charmingcycling.com

https://charmingcycling.com/


CANSIGLIO WOOD
Trekking in the Cansiglio woods, the trees are so 
tall, the light filtering through the leaves is just 
amazing.  
A real escape from reality and a deep dip in to 
nature.  
A kind of a SPA for the soul.  
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cansiglio

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cansiglio


ASOLO
Just needs to be seen. The village sits on the top of a 
hill with views over the valley that leads toward the 
Montello hills and Venice far away.  
Among the celebs that have lived here, Caterina 
Cornaro, Queen of Cyprus. She moved here when back 
from the Mediterranean island where she was sent to  
be the a Queen only as a  teenager. She moved her 
entourage here and artists and literates brought light to 
this area.  
Lunch, dine, have drinks or stay at Villa Cipriani where 
patina is at its best! Robert Browning’s house in the XIX 
Century, turned in to the coziest hotel by Giuseppe 
Cipriani in the 1960s.  
https://www.villacipriani.it

https://www.villacipriani.it/


FOLLINA
Follina is a tiny village at the footsteps of the Pre-
Alps where the Basilica sits powerful and 
beautiful.  
The Basilica and the “chiostro” date from the XIII 
Century and are lived in up to today by monks 
from  the order of the Servi di Maria. One of the 
most important examples of Gothic architecture 
in the Veneto Region.  
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Abbazia_di_Santa_Maria_(Follina)

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abbazia_di_Santa_Maria_(Follina)
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abbazia_di_Santa_Maria_(Follina)


VILLA BARBARO, 
MASER
Villa Barbaro is one of the greatest masterpieces of 
Andrea Palladio (1508-80), and is a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site. Open all year round, it 
maintains the fascinating character of a home 
where the owners still live and work, and during 
the many events staged, its beauty and magic 
atmosphere can be enjoyed throughout the 
changing seasons. After the tour of the Villa, with 
its frescoes by Paolo Veronese - which represent 
his largest and most important fresco works - it is 
possible to have a wine tasting or light lunch, or to 
buy the estate wines, local produce or souvenirs 
from the wine and gift shop. 
https://www.villadimaser.it/

https://www.villadimaser.it/


LIVELET PARK
If in Veneto and in our area with children, this 
place is a must. It is a theme park where you can 
understand more about how our ancestors lived 
between Neolithic and Bronze age.  
https://www.parcolivelet.it

https://www.parcolivelet.it/


ALTIVOLE
When entrepreneur Giuseppe Brion dies in the 60’s 
Onorina, the wife, commissioned Carlo Scarpa to 
design and build the tomb, to become the family 
burial place, in the Altivole cemetery. Carlo Scarpa 
dies before it is terminated. The tomb is finished 
by his assistants. Carlo Scarpa himself is buried as 
per his request in the Tomba Brion.  
This is not only for Architecture lovers. Everybody 
should see this.  
https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomba_Brion

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tomba_Brion


BASSANO DEL 
GRAPPA
Spend an entire day in BASSANO, visit the 
Museum, il Museo Civico, where you will 
understand about the prolific artist family the Da 
Ponte.  
Walk through the Bridge, built on the project by 
Andrea Palladio at the end of the XVI Century. 
Then rebuilt on the same project in history.  
Have a grappa at Grapperia Nardini.  Visit the 
Ceramic Museum.  
Have lunch at Ristorante Birraria Ottone  
(+39 0424 522206)



BARETTONI, NOVE
When driving around this area of the Veneto, a 
very special stop should be made at Barettoni in 
Nove. It is about ceramic. A kind of “ceramic porn 
experience”. The first written document where 
Antonibon then Barettoni is certified as a Ceramist 
by the Venetian Republic   is dated 1685. Since 
then tradition wants them to be at the center of 
the artistic Ceramist world as leaders.  
https://barettoni.com

https://barettoni.com/

